Evidence for a Sliding-Resistance at the Tip of the Trypanosome Flagellum
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Motility in trypanosomes is achieved through the undulating behaviour of a single “9 + 2” flagellum; normally the flagellar waves begin at the flagellar tip and propagate towards the base. For flagella in general, however, propagation is from base-to-tip and it is believed that bend formation, and sustained regular oscillation, depend upon a localized resistance to inter-doublet sliding - which is normally conferred by structures at the flagellar base, typically the basal body. We therefore predicted that in trypanosomes there must be a resistive structure at the flagellar tip. Electron micrographs of Crithidia deanei, Herpetomonas megaseliae, Trypanosoma brucei and Leishmania major have confirmed that such attachments are present. Thus, it can be assumed that in trypanosomes microtubule sliding at the flagellar tip is resisted sufficiently to permit bend formation. Cell Motil. Cytoskeleton 63:741–746, 2006.
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INTRODUCTION

The trypanosomes are a group of kinetoplastid protozoa characterised by having only a single flagellum. In all genera, the flagellar axoneme has the standard “9 + 2” ultrastructure and develops from a typical basal body located in the body of the cell [Vickerman and Preston, 1976].

The pattern of flagellar motility, however, is distinctive in that the flagellar bends are usually initiated at the tip and propagate towards the base, with the result that the cell swims with its flagellum leading [Walker and Walker, 1962; Holwill, 1965]. The trypanosome flagellum has a smooth surface: there are no mastigonomes that might complicate this interpretation of the motion [Vickerman and Preston, 1976]. In some trypanosomes, at least, the tip-to-base propagation of bends can reverse, transiently, presumably as part of an avoiding-reaction [Holwill, 1965; Holwill and McGregor, 1974]; this change may be mediated through a rise in intracellular calcium concentration [Holwill and McGregor, 1975, 1976]. Bend initiation will also occur at the flagellar base after amputation of the distal flagellum [Goldstein et al., 1970]. Thus it is usual but not mandatory for bending to be initiated at the flagellar tip.

A satisfactory theory of flagellar mechanics would allow for the possibility of bends initiating at the tip and propagating towards the base. For any flagellar bend to develop, it is thought that linkages in the flagellum must resist inter-doublet sliding [Gibbons, 1981]. Conventionally, attention has been paid to linkages located at the base of the flagellum and also to linkages distributed throughout the axoneme, such as radial spokes and nexin (or circumferential) links. Flagella amputated well beyond the basal region, when demembranated and
exposed to ATP, may show some brief irregular motion but are soon quiescent [Goldstein, 1969; Gibbons and Gibbons, 1972; Kamimura and Kamiya, 1989; Woolley and Bozkurt, 1995]. This indicates, firstly, that there are indeed distributed resistances, acting in some way to prevent telescopic sliding; and secondly, that distributed resistances alone cannot sustain rhythmic bend initiation. The emphasis is thus on the importance of a basal (or at least a localised) resistance to sliding. Some direct evidence for its importance is that when quiescent amputated axonemes are locally compressed, oscillatory bending is re-initiated [Woolley and Bozkurt, 1995]. The same result had been seen when this type of axonemal fragment had become attached at one end to a glass substrate [Douglas and Holwill, 1972]. Also, spontaneous beating can be induced by chemically cross-linking the doublets in a localised fashion [Fujimura and Okuno, 2006]. Furthermore, the bending initiated by a localised application of ATP was explained in terms of localised resistances [Shingyogi et al., 1977]. Finally, in theoretical studies of bend formation, a basal resistance has always seemed to be a necessary postulate e.g. [Lindemann, 1994]. The experimental studies (above), together with comparative morphological work, strongly indicate that there is no specific need, within a basal resistance, for a basal body [further references in Woolley and Bozkurt, 1995]. The basal resistance may nevertheless permit some small degree of shear displacement - and basal elastic deformation may be important in sustaining some types of oscillation [Vernon and Woolley, 2004].

We have considered the hypothesis that “bend formation requires a localised resistance beyond the site from which the bend will propagate”. From this we predicted that linkages between the doublets would be found at the flagella tip in the trypanosomes. We have tested this prediction using electron microscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The trypanosomes studied, representing four of the Trypanosomatidae family, were Crithidia deanei, Herpetomonas megaseliae, Trypanosoma brucei and Leishmania major. Cells from the first three species named were harvested from culture, washed in phosphate-buffered saline and fixed as pellets in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) for 1 h at room temperature, postfixed in 0.5% osmium tetroxide in the same buffer for 30 min at 4 °C, dehydrated, embedded in Epon 812, sectioned and stained conventionally. Cells from Leishmania major were prepared as whole-mounts. They were allowed to settle onto carbon coated, charged Formvar grids. Lipid extraction was achieved using 1% (vol/vol) NP-40 in PEME buffer (100 mM PIPES, 1 mM MgSO₄, 0.1 mM EDTA, 2 mM EGTA; then the cells were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in PEME buffer and negatively stained with 0.7% gold thioglucose in water.

RESULTS

Longitudinal, sagittal sections through the flagellar tip of C. deanei showed that the axoneme ends bluntly, with no diminution of structure. Two apparently annular densities were seen, one associated with the doublet microtubules and one with the central singlets (Fig. 1). Serial transverse sections confirmed the annular morphology and showed that the peripheral annulus was related to the deep surface of the doublets (Fig. 2). Sometimes these annuli were seen to be tilted (Fig. 3).

Similar thin sections of H. megaseliae also showed electron dense material in an equivalent position, having a more disc-like appearance and also sometimes appearing to be tilted (Figs. 4 and 5). A few longitudinal sections of flagellar tips were obtained for T. brucei. Again, dense material was found at the microtubule terminations, presumably as annular linkages between them (Fig. 6).

We considered the possibility that the linkages described might not be a feature of mature flagella but might instead be associated with the assembly of the axoneme in growing flagella. To resolve this question we examined negatively-stained preparations of Leishmania major that contained dividing cells, each bearing an old, mature flagellum and a new one that had not yet reached its full length (Fig. 7). At higher magnification,
Figures 7–11. Fig. 7. Whole-mount preparation of *Leishmania major* showing two dividing cells. The old and new flagella are clearly recognisable by their different lengths. Scale bar 5 μm. Figs. 8–9. Higher magnification micrographs of the flagellar tips of the two old (longer) flagella from Fig. 7. At the extremity of these axonemes there is a region of stain-exclusion corresponding to the linking structures seen in thin sections. Beyond this band there are irregular clumps, perhaps residues of cell membrane. Scale bar 0.2 μm applies also to Figs. 10 and 11. Figs. 10–11. Higher magnification micrographs of the flagellar tips of the two new (shorter) flagella from Fig. 7. Linking material at the extremity of the axoneme is either less well defined or not apparent, when compared with the old flagella.
the existence of linking structures at the tip could be established by the exclusion of negative stain from the region between the doublets and around the central pair of microtubules. The old flagella always showed well organised material in these regions (Figs. 8 and 9) whereas in the new, growing flagella, such material was either apparently absent or present in smaller amounts and less well defined (Figs. 10 and 11). This conclusion is based on a comparison of growing and mature flagella from 7 cells, together with 6 additional micrographs showing the tips of mature flagella. We conclude that the linkages are characteristic of mature flagella and cannot be explained as features of flagellar assembly.

DISCUSSION

The morphological features described are consistent with there being a resistance to sliding at the tip of the mature flagellum in trypanosomes. It remains to be established at what stage in flagellogenesis these features become effective. For the tip to act as an effective anchorage, one would expect it to be blunt-ended and to have electron-dense connections between the doublets. One might also expect evidence of some shear strain (tilting) in these structures, as we have seen.

In contrast, in most ciliary and flagellar axonemes, where bends propagate from base-to-tip, the distal end of the axoneme is tapered and has been shown to permit sliding displacements [Satir, 1968; Sale and Satir, 1976; Woolley and Nickels, 1985; Vernon and Woolley, 2002].

However, in cilia that propel mucus, tip anchorages certainly exist [Dentler and LeCluse, 1982] and such cilia presumably initiate their bends at the base. Therefore tip linkages per se do not make tip-initiation obligatory, as is evident also from the fact that the trypanosome Crithidia can initiate new bends at the flagellar base during the transient avoiding reaction described by Holwill [1965]. Our view is that the linkages are a sliding resistance and as such they enable rhythmic tip initiation to be within the repertoire of motion. This view is consistent with experimental work involving the imposition of resistances to sliding [Woolley and Bozkurt, 1995; Fujimura and Okuno, 2006]. We are assuming, perhaps naively, that the direction of propagation is a mechanical consequence of the extremity at which a bend is formed.

Apart from the trypanosomes, there are other types of flagella that can propagate bends from tip-to-base in a reversible manner. In one of these, the Myzostomum sperm flagellum, there is good evidence for a tip anchorage [Afzelius, 1983]. Evidence from Turritella spermatozoa is inconclusive [Afzelius and Dallai, 1983]. For the remaining examples, no descriptions of the tip have yet been given [Baccetti et al., 1989; Curtis et al., 1989; Curtis and Benner, 1991].

It is not easy to apply the conventional sliding doublet theory to a flagellum that has sliding-resistances at both its proximal and distal ends. For a flagellum having planar undulations, the ‘packet’ of sliding associated with a bend approaching the tip (or the base, as in trypanosomes) must be accommodated by torsion if sufficient sliding cannot occur at the tip (or base) [Dentler and LeCluse, 1982]. This is likely to result in a departure from planarity of the entire wave. For Crithidia, where much of the flagellum projects away from the cell body, the wave is ‘predominantly planar’, though the organism rotates about its axis of progression [Holwill, 1965]. It is likely that the axis of sliding is enforced by the attachments between doublets 4–7 and the paraflagellar rod that is typical of trypanosomes, including Crithidia [reviewed by Gull, 1999; Gadelha et al., 2005]. Hirons and Holwill [1986] reported that for base-to-tip propagation in Crithidia bends approaching the tip produced a turning action on the whole organism but it is not clear how consistently this happened. It is quite possible that the rotation of the organism is due to the shape of the cell body, and due also, in Trypanosoma spp. to the helical line-of-attachment of the flagellum to the cell body [Hill, 2003].

The presence of the flagellar tip anchorage in the trypanosomes may explain one feature of the investigations into the role of Ca$^{2+}$ ions in reversing the wave direction. In those experiments [Holwill and McGregor, 1976], it seems that the persistence of tip-to-base propagation, at low calcium concentration, depended on the severity of the extraction protocol. The persistence was greatest after mechanical separation, less after glycerolization and least after detergent-extraction. This could be explained by the progressive breakdown of the anchoring structures of the tip.

It may be worth explaining that reversing the direction of flagellar bend propagation does not imply a reversal of the polarity of force generation by the dynein arrays. For a planar bend originating at the basal end, the active set of dyneins on doublet $n$ will cause doublet $n + 1$ to slide towards the tip [Sale and Satir, 1977]. Let us say this produces a bend in the +ve direction. Now, imagine the same doublet pair involved in generating a bend at the tip end. Doublet $n + 1$ cannot slide towards the tip because of the tip anchorage. Therefore force generation by the dyneins on doublet $n$ will cause doublet $n$ to move towards the base and a bend will form in the -ve direction. The direction of force generation is unchanged but the resulting bend takes the opposite direction. However, reverse propagation of bends does mean that any necessary interaction between adjacent dynein arms can occur in either the proximo-distal or the disto-proximal direction.
In conclusion, our results sustain the hypothesis that bend initiation on a flagellum requires a sliding resistance located beyond the site from which the formed bend will propagate. Normally such resistances will be permanent and either basal or — in rare instances such as the trypanosomes — both basal and terminal. However, in unusual circumstances the necessary resistance can be functional, as when dynein cross-bridges seem to be effective resistances [Woolley and Vernon, 2002], or when the proximal flagellum is physically constrained from bending/sliding by attachment to glass [Brokaw, 1982; Woolley, 2005].
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